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INTRODUCTION 

The first decades of the twentieth century – in particular those between the two World Wars – represent a par-
ticularly interesting moment, for many aspects still unexplored, in the development of the modern construc-
tion. For Italy this is certainly a period of transition, in which strong innovative instances, either stylistic, techni-
cal, or related to production, cohabit with ways of construction that are still decidedly related to handicraft. 
These are also favoured by the abundance of available labour and traditional construction materials. If we 
don’t consider the relatively few Vanguard experiences of the Modern Movement, we can certainly affirm 
that in the current building production of the period tradition and innovation find a particular balance that is 
expressed, as we will see, in the several forms that characterize the process of modernization of the Italian ar-
chitecture in its typological, technological and stylistic aspects. 
Bologna and its territory constitute an exemplary case for the analysis of the transformations of the construc-
tion world. Bologna is a medium size city, situated in the Northern part of Italy. It is the capital town of the Emi-
lia-Romagna region, and in those years is characterized by a strong transformation of the society and the 
economy, as result of a rather dynamic process of industrialization that involves the building sector too (for ex-
ample, the brick industry). 
In the first decades of the century the urban development of Bologna derives from a constant increase of 
population, and it is regulated by the indications of the Building and Expansion Regulating Plan of the city (Pi-
ano Edilizio Regolatore e di Ampliamento della città, 1889). Being the first urban post-unitarian instrument, the 
Plan reflects the dualism that characterizes the age of passage from the old to the new century. On one side it 
expresses an unitarian vision of the city’s development and the typical city aesthetics of the nineteenth cen-
tury, on the other it reflects the instances and the ambiguities of a still not consolidated industrial culture, 
yearning to equip itself of the necessary technological infrastructures toward the progress, to get rid of the ties 
of the historical preexistences (also very meaningful, like the town walls or some towers), which are considered 
as obstacles to the modernization and the expansion of the structure of the city. 
The actuation of the Plan, with the streets “reformes” in the historical center, and the construction of quarters 
of private buildings in the southwest and the southeast (the garden quarters) and popular houses in the north, 
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offers a wide space for the development of several forms of entrepreneurship, opening new possibilities of ty-
pological experimentation. 
In this reference frame, construction techniques in Bologna elaborate and consolidate their peculiar charac-
ters through the job of many professionals, either architects or engineers, and enterprises that design and build 
the biggest part of the city. It is this “silent majority”, completely neglected from the official historiography, as 
not pertaining to Vanguard movements, which pursues an idea of modernity that could be defined as “cau-
tious” or “pragmatic”, rather than decidedly innovative in its forms and language. 

THE WORK OF ILDEBRANDO TABARRONI 

The study of the professional activity of some of these “smaller” authors, who generally don’t participate to the 
debate of the intellectuals of their age on architecture, perhaps because too much engaged in their work, 
can fill many historiographic gaps and, what is for us more interesting, contributes to explain some nodal topics 
of the modernity. These topics concern the relationship between the available architectural and technical re-
sources, the level of professional culture in a determined place and age, and the related social and eco-
nomic policies.  
This type of research can be completely accomplished only by accessing the archives of the professional ac-
tivity of some meaningful personages of that age. Projects and realizations are usually well documented as 
regards the cultural reference models, the relationships with the clients and the constituted power, the sched-
ules and the costs of construction and, finally, the building regulations and the bureaucratic aspects. 
This is the case of the archives of the engineer Ildebrando Tabarroni (1881-1958) that have supplied a great 
deal of the material for our research. Architectural designer, builder, urban planner and public administrator, 
Tabarroni can be considered among the main artificers of the urban transformation of Bologna in the first 
decades of the century, particularly in the period between the two worldwide conflicts. 
His projects and realizations, at least until the end of the 1930s, are characterized by a stylistic continuity with 
the architectural tradition of Bologna of the nineteenth and twentieth century, according to a cultural forma-
tion that it is typical of the Royal School of Engineering. For Tabarroni, like for other engineers that were design-
ing buildings in the same period, the characters of the "modern construction" derive from a continuous search 
of equilibrium between the new economic-social instances that require a typological renewal of the architec-
ture (social housing, buildings for the production, etc) and the use of newly emergent technologies, and the 
consolidated architectural forms of the local tradition. 
A vast number of residential buildings in the areas of the first city expansion, carried through his family enter-
prise, belong to the first period of its activity and can be classified as either typologically “burgeois” or “eco-
nomic”. 
His buildings are internally very well designed and characterized outside by unpretentious decorative “stucco” 
elements. For this purpose, the quarries of the Farneto, owned by Tabarroni’s company just outside Bologna, 
supply “the fresh gypsum every morning”, while the construction sites are the first to be provided with electrical 
freight elevators. 
On top of his local activity, particularly tied to the enterprise and to his private clients, Tabarroni participated 
to and won national public competitions, obtaining prizes and acknowledgments for original typological stud-
ies on rural buildings. 
In the 1920s and 1930s the social politics of the regime are favouring the construction of important social build-
ings, mainly hospitals, schools and colonies. Through these themes the designers are called to be confronted 
with the renewal of building types, the application of new technologies - regarding both materials and heat-
ing and electrical systems – and, at the same time, with giving adequate expression to a new social idea. 
Tabarroni aims at interpreting some of these themes (in the hospital of Parma, in the colony of Rimini, in the so-
cial center Nannini of Bologna) in the forms of the most traditional eclecticism, without following the past as 
regards the “substance of the things”: functionality, hygiene, safety, and construction techniques. 
Generally speaking, innovations appear modest, but they are capable of remarkably increasing the construc-
tion quality of the buildings. These innovations mostly concern the implementation of load bearing structures - 
the introduction of anti-seismic criteria, the development of horizontal structures with reinforced blocks (Tabar-
roni promotes the license of a new type of horizontal structure by himself) -, the use of special water-proof co-
verings, recently produced systems for thermal insulation, updated cladding systems and, above all, new 
heating and electrical systems. 
The entrepreneurial spirit of the time is expressed in the 1930s by some constructions like factories, agricultural 
warehouses, commercial structures, which inspire new technical solutions for large span roof structures, as we 
can see in the seed factory, constructed by Tabarroni in the province of Bologna. 
Among the buildings of this period, the Manzoni theatre, built in 1932 by Tabarroni and his enterprise in an ur-
ban renewal area of the historical center, is certainly the most interesting one under the technical and archi-
tectural profile. 
In this construction the eclectic style is replaced by a nearly functionalist conception, both in the composition 
of the big hall and the geometric simplification of the lateral façades and the rear one, while in the main fa-
çade the representative function of an exhibition building is committed to the large glass openings over the 
entrance doors and to the glass shelter (Fig. 1). 
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Figure 1: Manzoni theatre: main facade (left). 
Figure 2: Manzoni theatre: steel trusses for the openable roof (right). 

 
Through the analysis of the Tabarroni’s archives, constituted not only by the projects and the documents of his 
construction enterprise, but also by technical reviews, manuals, business letters, catalogues and advertising 
prospects, it was possible to depict the state of the art of the building construction of that time in Bologna and 
its region. With regard to the evolution of the construction techniques and the development of new building 
materials, the analysis of the documents has characterized some fields of particular interest for the research 
that will be synthetically illustrated below. Starting from the study of this material, integrated by other archival 
documents and the analysis of the innovations of the several fields of materials production, it has been possi-
ble to draw some considerations on the world of construction in this complex and contradictory historical pe-
riod, which formed the bases for another more recent modernity: the one of the post-war reconstruction. 

THE REINFORCED CONCRETE 

Cement and reinforced concrete are considered the modern materials par excellence; they are also the ma-
terials that the fascist rhetorics emphasize as symbols of progress and new aesthetics. “There is no static au-
dacity, nor futuristic architectural line in front of which the concrete could stop. The concrete is the principal 
material of the fascist constructions.” (Incontri col cemento armato. L’Industria Italiana del Cemento, year VI 
n.12, December 1934) Nevertheless, a certain amount of time was necessary for its diffusion in the Italian archi-
tecture: in buildings of some importance before, in common buildings later. 
For example, Tabarroni experiments a mixed reinforced concrete-masonry structure for the first time (not with-
out some initial perplexity and some drawbacks during construction) in an apartment building outside Porta 
Castiglione in Bologna, built between 1911 and 1912. 
Twenty years after, in the marine colony of Rimini of 1931-32, demonstrating much more confidence, another 
mixed structural typology is used, with perimeter masonry and inner reinforced concrete piers (to provide wid-
er spaces for the bedrooms), which are still in good conditions (of course, they don’t follow the actual seismic 
regulations). 
However, his activity is not very meaningful to estimate the importance of reinforced concrete techniques in 
the development of the construction sector. Tabarroni uses concrete structures only when this solution appears 
to be functional to a reduction of times and costs, or in the specific case of anti-seismic projects. Nevertheless, 
a general interest for a major spread of reinforced concrete buildings and structures in all the national territory 
(pushed also by the politics of the regime) comes out from various documents. 
For example, in 1935 A. Pesenti, president of the fascist national federation of cement, lime, gypsum and con-
crete structures manufacturers, describes the progresses obtained by the Italian industry of cement in the last 
few decades, due to the expansion of its production (32,000 laborers in 2.700 companies) and to the increase 
of the material performances. The compression resistance arises from 180 kg for natural cement in 1907 to 800 
kg for Portland and similar cements 25 years later. (The hydraulic technique of the constructions and binders. 
L’Industria Italiana del Cemento, year X, nn. 3-4, March-April, 1935) 
Apart from the infrastructural field, privileged uses of concrete structures can be identified in the hydroelectric 
industry, strongly expanding in those days, in some important works of architecture, and “in the potential ne-
cessity to be defended from airplane attacks” (perhaps war winds are already blowing!). 
It is curious to note that in small size buildings construction the field for the technological experimentation and 
diffusion of the reinforced concrete is the one of rural buildings. In December 1933 the fascist national syndi-
cate of the engineers promotes a competition for rural houses, whose characteristics should be fixed for each 
region according to “the local requirements of life and customs, and to the details conditions of the climate 
and the predominant agrarian cultures.” (Strutture cementizie per fabbricati rurali. L’Industria Italiana del Ce-
mento, year V, nn. 3-4, March-April 1935) 
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Figure 3: Marchi’s winning entry for a rural house, construction details (left). 

Figure 4: New insulating materials: the Stauss system (right). 
 
The nineteen winner projects compete later in further prizes for the employment of concrete structures. The 
projects, offered by the federation of the concrete manufacturers, are exposed in an experimental field at the 
fair of Verona. 
The winning entry (Ing. A. Marchi) proposes an air cavity masonry (Szente licence), constituted by hollow con-
crete blocks, a reinforced concrete skeleton (on-site poured corner pillars, connection bands, architraves), 
and concrete blocks for the horizontal structures with circular inner holes (Fig. 3). A cost reduction of 40% com-
pared to a traditional system is estimated. Even the second classified project (Ing. E. Pasqualucci) uses a ma-
sonry structure, which is made of concrete blocks (STA license), formed off-site with a special block maker ma-
chine (600 pieces per day). The hollow blocks constitute the external layer of the wall that has another layer of 
hollow blocks or panels inside (like cork, Celotex, Eternit) (Fig. 4). Also in this case the load bearing function is 
entrusted to pillars in corner positions and to on-site poured beams. Other minor concrete products, common 
to many designers, are the drain pipes, the wash basins, the pavements (pressed tiles or poured concrete), the 
skeleton of the staircases, the mangers, the tunnels and the catch basins. 

NEW MATERIALS 

As Pagano was mentioning in an article of Casabella, the relationship between material and form does not 
depend on material itself, but on other two fundamental factors: the use of material and the possibilities of 
execution and production. He says: 

It is not only the material that makes the good architecture. The spiritual world exists outside the material, 
and in a much higher and serene sphere. You can make good architecture with the most banal and tradi-
tional means and very bad architecture even with the most sophisticated materials. Even modern materials 
are not sufficient to make modern architecture. These are facts that have to be considered when judging 
architectural values. It is improper to talk about modern materials. It is better to talk about the modern use 
of materials. [...] The birth of the modern style is not the consequence of a sudden introduction of a new 
material in the techniques of the architectures, but it is something much superior to matter, superior to the 
dead corpse that animates it, dominator of the brute material and not dominated by this. It is the style that 
has conquered traditional materials and forced them to the forms that it was ideally following [...] (Pagano, 
1931) 
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Pagano admits that, beside many failures, there are “thousands of other buildings where perfection of execu-
tion and preciousness of really surprising materials are conjugated to the modernity of forms” (Pagano, 1931). 
But which are the new materials? Where can they be found? In this perspective, the research on Tabarroni’s 
archives has brought to light manuals, material brochures, and construction documents. In particular, the re-
search addresses the issue of when the shift from old technologies to new ones happened. 
If there was a shift in technologies from the 1920s to the 1930s, the fascist regime had quite a significant im-
pact. The most important issue concerns the period of autarchy, starting from October 1935, as a conse-
quence of the sanctions of the League of Nations for the Italian invasion of Ethiopia. Italy had to use its own 
construction materials, as the other nations had to stop exporting goods to the country. The relevance of this 
international action on construction technologies has not been satisfactorily assessed in literature. 
Nevertheless, it is possible to assert that the Italian construction industry was quite independent from imported 
goods even before restrictions. Imported steel had always a minor presence in Italian construction. The Decree 
of august 1937, to definitively abolish the use of steel in construction, had the impact of developing the indus-
try of aluminum alloys with structural or chemical properties (Duralluminio, Avional, Lautal, Anticorodal, Silumin) 
in frames. In fact, aluminum could be easily found in Italian quarries. Concrete was supplied by Italian indus-
tries, as well as fire clay blocks; a lot of technology was imported from Germany, especially chemical prod-
ucts, and the embargo was not effective due to the friendship between the two countries. Some research 
needs to be done regarding American licenses, that were present on the Italian market. 
Finally, a restriction in the use of wood is quite evident. This was actually something already present in Italian 
construction before the period of autarchy. In fact, it was the intention of the fascist government to reduce 
imported products, “because this represented a national interest” (Official Bulletin of Ministero dei Lavori Pub-
blici – Direzione degli Affari Generali e dell’Edilizia – Div 5° n. 6765, Roma, July 26th 1926, following the Royal 
Decree n. 216, January 7th 1926). According to the bulletin, some restriction on materials to be followed were: 
in construction only natural stones should be used, reducing the presence of artificial stones; if not strictly nec-
essary for structural reasons, pozzolana and mortar should replace concrete; reinforced concrete structures 
should be “homogeneous” and mixed clay blocks and concrete horizontal structures should be used to re-
duce material waste; wood should be reduced in temporary structures (also in construction site, for fences 
and scaffolding); concrete should be preferred to steel. These recommendations were later applied in Italian 
construction. 
However, if restrictions had a significant impact in the development and the use of building materials, even 
before 1935 – steel structures were not very common anyway – this was mainly due to the poor economic 
conditions of the country and the direct involvement of building product manufacturers with those in power. It 
is worth mentioning that in 1912, as component of the Commission of the Society of Engineers of Bologna, Ta-
barroni was in charge of “studying the causes for the continuous worsening of the quality of the materials, 
completely opposite to their price increase”. This not only demonstrates the bad conditions of the Italian 
economy, but also the conviction that old traditional materials were more reliable than new ones. 
The architectural debate on autarchic materials is reflected in the polemic between Pagano and Piacentini, 
where the first one promotes innovative modern products and the second defends the “Italian character” of 
traditional materials. The use of fake marble (artificial stones made with cement), for instance, is set against 
the exploitation of heavy thick marble stones of traditional façades in public buildings. 
Tabarroni follows a practical line, using the most economically valuable materials, including artificial stone. 
Pierluigi Nervi states that “restrictions won’t bring any architectural degeneration, or even suggest the use of 
Doric trabeations or Corinthian shapes, but they will be a stimulus for the research of new forms and more ap-
propriate technological features”. While the Modern Movement is really more a stylistic assumption, Tabarroni, 
as an engineer, focused on construction work like many other professionals of that age, was not particularly in-
terested in furnishings, and used only the accurately tested and affordable materials. 
On the contrary, a lot of innovation in Modern Architecture involves furnishing rather than structural materials. 
Thanks to autarchy, some of the most popular wood surrogates were licensed, divided into panel agglomer-
ates (Alfa, Carpilite, Eraclit, Eterna, Populit, Tekton), wood fiber panels (Cel-Bes, Celothex, Compolite, Faesite, 
Insulite, Maftex, Masonite), and straw composites (Isovis, Solomit). Major advantages of autarchy were given 
to the glass industry, with different kind of performances (Termolux, Vetroflex, Vetrovatta, Vetrofiocco, Opalina, 
Italor, Securit). 
The same cannot be said for structural materials. In the introduction of Pincherle Muratori’s book, La pratica 
delle costruzioni, 1928, a perspective cross section of a basement and a ground floor with different building 
details is shown. The image clearly depicts traditional technologies that can be easily interpreted as nine-
teenth century solutions. However, this book is published just before the “modernist” books by Griffini and Pa-
gano. In Pincherle Muratori’s publication, mixed fire clay blocks and concrete horizontal structures are still not 
present (fig. 5). In fact, “retroguarde” steel structures replace wood structures. Hollow bricks, produced with 
extrusion, are present in the book, but not introduced as innovative elements in new systems. The same details 
of this book appear in Tabarroni’s social housing. The element Rex (Lebrecht license, Verona, 1938) would be 
used by Tabarroni in warehouses only ten years after; it was conceived to build horizontal and inclined struc-
tures without scaffolding through off-site prepared elements (Fig. 6). 
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Figure 5: Perspective cross section of the basement and the ground floor of a building in Pincherle’s Muratori’s 

book, demonstrating the use of steel beams (left). 
Figure 6: Newly introduced Rex horizontal structures, Lebrecht license, Verona, from Tabarroni’s archive (right). 
 
The perception of a real change compares in some publications of the beginning of the 1930s. The Griffini’s 
book, of 1932, is very interesting in trying to compact the design of the Modern House and the use of new ma-
terials in one volume. The book is divided into three sections, where the first one is a retrospective of the his-
toric-ethnographic development of the dwelling, the second shows the fundamental characteristics of the 
modern dwellings, and the third introduces new building systems. The concept at the base of this book is the 
direct relationship between modern architecture and new materials (Table 1). 
At that time almost all the innovation was coming from Germany, although some licenses were French and 
even American. This contradicts the supposed Italian cultural isolation. On the contrary, a strong technological 
exchange and a diffused and internationally shared knowledge can be found. Nevertheless, most of Griffini’s 
systems don’t find a wide application in Italian industry. Besides, only a small innovation, imported from Ger-
many through the industrialized area of Milano, where materials and components are produced according to 
German licenses, comes to Bologna. In the same book, among the auxiliary materials, the “oils” are the first in-
cluded products: bitumen, asphalt (carbolineum), linoleum, and asbestos. 
Tabarroni is presumably inclined to use these contemporary materials in the above mentioned balance be-
tween architectural traditional forms and technological innovation, but we haven’t found the Griffini’s book in 
Tabarroni’s archive and most of Griffini’s innovative materials are nor present in Tabarroni’s projects, especially 
German systems. 
On the contrary, other materials, related to some required performances, like acoustic insulation, thermal resis-
tance, and waterproofing, can be found in some buildings. It is also worth remembering that reinforced con-
crete structures are associated to advanced clay hollow blocks for horizontal vaulting and roofing in the pro-
ject for Porta Castiglione of 1912 (concrete frame structure and Berra system for horizontal structures), due to 
the collaboration with the engineering firm Cannovale & Delle piane of Milan.  
Having forgotten the concrete framework, the real first experimentation on reinforced concrete can be found 
in warehouse projects; in fact, after Porta Castiglione, for almost all of his residential housing Tabarroni comes 
back to safer load bearing masonry structures. The Sap system, promoted in 1935 by RDB Piacenza, is present 
in a big warehouse. The structure in reinforced clay blocks abolishes the provisionary scaffolding and doesn’t 
require any additional concrete layer (Fig. 7): blocks are light, economical, and easy to build. The beams are 
assembled on the ground and lifted up after 3-7 days, depending on the type of concrete. It is a good prac-
tice to give a negative deflection of 0,2%. Mixing 6/7 q of concrete for each m3 of sand is also required. More 
steel is added once the elements have been placed on masonry. Finally, the concrete is poured (4q / m3 of 
sand). Another license is Arca, 1936, for lighter construction. Concrete has high resistance (450). In vaulting 
construction the steel bars are introduced in the three grooves, while the curvature is given by some wood 
scaffoldings. The voids are filled with concrete to finish the single arch; after 5-10 days the concrete is poured 
in the grooves between the arches. Some warehouses were built by Tabarroni with these systems (Fig. 8). 
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Table 1 : New building systems and materials according to Griffini. 
Building elements Systems Materials and components 
   
Cladding materials* 
 

With Blocks: 
Heka sys., Frank sys., Zellenbeton, Schima-
beton, Gasbeton or Aerokret 

Panels: 
Eraclit, Tekton, Celotex, Maftex, Temlok (USA), 
Insulite (Finand), Solomit**, Masonite (USA), 
Mattmah 

Pumice cement, lightweight 
concrete, cellular concrete 
 
 
Wood, fibers, cement 

Bearing walls 
 

Monolytical systems: 
Greve sys., Kossel sys., Non plus sys., Bims 
Beton Bouw sys. 

Prefabricated elements: 
Hunkemöller sys., Bron sys. 

With blocks: 
Isotherme sys., Isola sys. 
Winget sys., Bredero sys., Dorlongo sys., Rapid 
sys., Faifel sys., Triol sys., Magnesilite,  

Concrete (using fly ash) 
 
 
 
 
Cement, Wood-cement 
blocks 

Massive Roofing Metallic: 
Copper, Aluminium, Zinc 

With cardboard support: 
Oiled, sanded and pressed, non oiled, Siebel 
lead 

Dripped: 
ArcoTop, Durumfix, Awegit, Imprit, Tropicalit 

Asphalt: 
Palundrit 

 
 
Tar, bitumen, asphalt 
 
 
Bitumen 
 
 
Asphalt 

Horizontal structures Wood beams 
Steel beams 

Mixed steel-concrete structure, with concrete 
blocks 

Reinforced concrete and fire clay blocks: 
with common hollow clay blocks, Villa sys., 
Miozzo Salerni, Duplex with crossed nerva-
tures, Berra sys., with air cavity 

Others: 
Reinforced concrete vaults, reinf. concr. 
Rapid sys., Legiba sys., Schima-gasbeton 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Fire clay hollow blocks 
 
 

Steel frame houses Metal frame and insulating material cladding 
Spiegel sys., Droderick sys., Dorlonco sys. (Eng-
land), Phoenix sys., Torkret, Urban sys., 
Staussziegel sys.,  

Metal frame and metal cladding: 
Wöhr sys., Weir sys., Atholl sys., Braune and 
Roth sys., Kästner sys., Böhler sys., Oberhütten 

Metal panels: 
Blecken sys., Braithwaite, Gutehoffnung-
shütte, Multicellulare (Paris) 

 

Glass construction Glass concrete  
Finishings  Wood frames: 

Schmid DRGM, Stumpft, S.A.S.S. et al. 
Metal frames: 

Menges sys., et al. 
Floors, coverings: 

Buxus, Plymax, Lincrusta 
Stucco work, paint, varnish, glazing:  

Betonit, Callaktol, Cementite, Duco, Faktor, 
Rubol, Seriol, Silex Silexore, Stalfit, Stavarit, Stic 
B, Sviloid, Tegabit 
 

 
 
 
 
Linoleum, rubber, cork, grès 

* from H. Schmukler,1929, ** the “Esprit Nouveau“ pavillon by Le Corbusier built with this material 
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Figure 7: Steps in the construction of Sap horizontal structures (left). 

Figure 8: Vault construction for a warehouse; from Tabarroni’s archive (right). 
 
Finally, the ISOLFON wall, promoted by RDB in 1934 as a mean for acoustic insulation, is also used by Tabarroni. 
The performance as phonoinsulating material is 42,5 dB for a sound of 83 dB (very loud music). 
In Pagano’s repertoire of materials three brick manufacturers compare: Adamoli, Eredi Frazzi and RDB Fornaci 
F.lli Rizzi Donelli Breveglieri. It is also in 1934 that the licensed elements for reinforced fire clay blocks and con-
crete structures are introduced: Stimip, Sap and Excelsior. They use the blocks as structural elements. Stimip 
comes in two versions: longitudinal beams and crossed beams. Fundamental elements are L shaped pieces, 
supporting thin fire clay slabs below, and thick clay slabs above, which form the compression slabs. This part of 
Pagano’s repertoire is widely used in Tabarroni’s construction. 

CONCLUSIONS 

About the quality of the technologies used in Italy for the buildings of the Modern Movement, in the introduc-
tion of Emilia Garda’s book Bardelli states: 

It shouldn’t be underestimate that many designers proposed a compromise between tradition and innova-
tion; only a few, and only rarely, wanted and were able to totally detach from the patrimony of technical 
knowledge and means of tradition, to face the project with less known instruments and, perhaps dazzled by 
this fantastic repertoire, were not always capable of criticizing the reliability, credibility of the results of their 
fantastic mental game. (Bardelli, 2000) 

Therefore, a neat distinction should be made between finishing materials and structural materials: as the ad-
vanced use of concrete and/or steel structures was really negligible in defining the new architecture, some in-
novation can be found in finishing materials. The promotion of innovative materials was brought by three kind 
of instances: the modernist instance, the hygienic instance and the moral instance (Garda, 2000). We would 
add to these another primary reason: economy, to be discovered behind the rhetorics of the regime. While 
this cannot probably be said for other European countries, in Italy the development of construction materials 
before World War II was mainly accomplished independently from the evolution of the Modern Movement. As 
the debate on the Modern Movement remained on a more stylistic level, Tabarroni, like other engineers, con-
centrated on construction work, following a practical approach in the choice of structural materials. Solutions 
were selected if tested rather than used as experimental means towards new architectural forms and spaces. 
Only after the war the use of concrete structures in design (the phase of post-war reconstruction) was spread-
ing significantly, having an impact on Italian construction and in Tabarroni’s production too. 
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